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Molecular antagonism between X-chromosome and autosome signals determines nematode sex
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Sex is determined in Caenorhabditis elegans by the ratio of X chromosomes to the sets of autosomes, the X:A signal. A set of genes called X signal elements (XSEs) communicates X-chromosome dose by repressing the masculinizing sex determination switch gene xol-1 [XO lethal] in a dose-dependent manner. xol-1 is active in 1X:2A embryos [males] but repressed in 2X:2A embryos [hermaphrodites]. Here we showed that the autosome dose is communicated by a set of autosomal signal elements (ASEs) that act in a cumulative, dose-dependent manner to counter XSEs by stimulating xol-1 transcription. We identified new ASEs and explored the biochemical basis by which ASEs antagonize XSEs to determine sex. Multiple antagonistic molecular interactions carried out on a single promoter explain how different X:A values elicit different sexual fates. XSEs [nuclear receptors and homeodomain proteins] and ASEs [T-box and zinc finger proteins] bind directly to several sites on xol-1 to counteract each other's activities and thereby regulate xol-1 transcription. Disrupting ASE- and XSE-binding sites in vivo recapitulated the misregulation of xol-1 transcription caused by disrupting cognate signal element genes. XSE- and ASE-binding sites are distinct and nonoverlapping, suggesting that direct competition for xol-1 binding is not how XSEs counter ASEs. Instead, XSEs likely antagonize ASEs by recruiting cofactors with reciprocal activities that induce opposite transcriptional states. Most ASE- and XSE-binding sites overlap xol-1's –1 nucleosome, which carries activating chromatin marks only when xol-1 is turned on. Coactivators and corepressors tethered by proteins similar to ASEs and XSEs are known to deposit and remove such marks. The concept of a sex signal comprising competing XSEs and ASEs arose as a theory for fruit flies a century ago. Ironically, while the recent work of others showed that the fly sex signal does not fit this simple paradigm, our work shows that the worm signal does.
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Dose-dependent signals play essential roles in cell fate decisions during development. Small differences in the concentrations of key regulatory molecules are translated into dramatically different developmental fates [Herskowitz 1989; Perry et al. 2009; Shilo et al. 2013]. A prime example is sex determination [Bull 1983; Charlesworth and Mank 2010]. In many species, sex is determined by a chromosome-counting mechanism that tallies the number of X chromosomes relative to the ploidy, the sets of autosomes. The molecular strategies for such X:A-counting mechanisms have been difficult to dissect. For both the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans and the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, an X:A signal of 0.5 [1X:2A] elicits male fate, while a signal of 1.0 [2X:2A] elicits female [or hermaphrodite] fate [Bridges 1921; Nigon 1951]. Worms discriminate with high fidelity between even smaller differences in the X:A signal: 2X:3A (0.67) embryos develop into fertile males, while 3X:4A (0.75) embryos develop into fertile hermaphrodites [Madl and Herman 1979]. Neither the components of the worm sex signal nor its mechanism for determining sex are well understood. Particularly elusive has been how X and autosomal signals oppose one another to communicate the relative doses of X chromosomes and autosomes.

The initial concept that sex can be determined through an X:A-sensing mechanism emerged from Calvin Bridges’ [Bridges 1921] extensive analysis of fly sexual fates induced...
by different X:A values. In 1921, he proposed that the fly sex signal is composed of a set of feminizing genes on X and an antagonistic set of masculinizing genes on autosomes. Sex would be determined by the ratio of these opposing factors. His hypothesis met wide acceptance and was presented in textbooks as fact without validation by the discovery of such antagonistic sex-determining genes. Ironically, detailed molecular analysis conducted decades later showed that the fly X:A sex determination signal does not fit this elegant textbook paradigm [Ericson and Quintero 2007], but we show here that the worm signal does.

In flies, a set of feminizing genes on X called X signal elements (XSEs) communicates X-chromosome number [Cline 1988; Erickson and Cline 1991, 1993; Sefton et al. 2000, Salz and Erickson 2010], but ploidy appears not to be signaled by a corresponding set of masculinizing autosomal genes [Erickson and Quintero 2007]. Only a single autosomal signal element (ASE) has been identified through extensive genetic screens [Barbash and Cline 1995]. That ASE influences sex determination only weakly and is thought to function relatively late to fine-tune the counting process. The effect of ploidy in this dose-sensitive process was recently shown to be indirect [Erickson and Quintero 2007].

In C. elegans, X-chromosome number is also communicated by a set of trans-acting XSEs encoded on X chromosomes [Fig. 1A; Akrib and Meyer 1994; Hodgkin et al. 1994; Nicoll et al. 1997; Carmi et al. 1998; Gladden and Meyer 2007; Gladden et al. 2007, Meyer 2010]. XSEs act in a cumulative, dose-dependent manner to repress the masculinizing sex determination switch gene called xol-1 [XO lethal] in 2X:2A embryos. xol-1 encodes a GHMP kinase family member that induces the male fate when active and permits the hermaphrodite fate when inactive [Miller et al. 1988; Rhind et al. 1995; Luz et al. 2003]. xol-1 also controls the level of X-linked gene expression, and hence viability, by regulating the process of X-chromosome dosage compensation [Miller et al. 1988; Chuang et al. 1994; Rhind et al. 1995; Dawes et al. 1999].

xol-1 coordinates sex determination and dosage compensation by negatively regulating the feminizing switch gene sdc-2 [sex determination and dosage compensation], which triggers assembly of all dosage compensation complex (DCC) subunits onto both X chromosomes of XX embryos to reduce X-linked gene expression by half [Dawes et al. 1999, Pferdehirt et al. 2011]. sdc-2 also induces hermaphrodite sexual differentiation by repressing the autosomal male sex-determining gene her-1. Inappropriate repression of xol-1 in 1X:2A embryos or inappropriate activation of xol-1 in 2X:2A embryos causes embryonic lethality due to misregulation of the DCC and hence incorrect levels of X-chromosome gene expression.

XSEs were discovered through genetic schemes that identified suppressors of the lethal effects caused by xol-1 misregulation [Akrib and Meyer 1994; Hodgkin et al. 1994; Nicoll et al. 1997; Carmi et al. 1998; Gladden and Meyer 2007]. XSEs control xol-1 at two distinct levels: transcriptional repression via the nuclear receptor SEX-1 and the ONECUT homeodomain protein CEH-39 and post-transcriptional repression via the RNA-binding protein FOX-1 [Hodgkin et al. 1994; Nicoll et al. 1997; Carmi et al. 1998; Skipper et al. 1999; Gladden and Meyer 2007; Gladden et al. 2007]. Disruption of SEX-1 causes extensive but incomplete XX-specific lethality, and simultaneous disruption of both SEX-1 and CEH-39 or SEX-1 and FOX-1 causes complete XX lethality due to derepression of xol-1. Disruption of either CEH-39 or FOX-1 alone has minimal effects on viability. Transcriptional repression is the predominant form of xol-1 regulation, but prior to our current study, it was not known whether SEX-1 and CEH-39 control xol-1 indirectly or through direct molecular interactions with cis-acting regulatory regions.

Our previous work showed that the autosomal signal includes a trans-acting ASE that counters XSEs in part to coordinately regulate both sex determination and dosage compensation by activating xol-1 [Fig. 1A; Powell et al. 2005]. This ASE, called SEA-1 [signal element on autosome], was identified as a suppressor of the XX-specific lethality caused by loss of XSEs. SEA-1 is a T-box transcription factor that acts in a dose-dependent manner to stimulate xol-1 transcription. Not known was whether SEA-1 acts directly on xol-1 to control its expression, how an ASE might antagonize XSEs, and whether worms, like flies, have only a single weak ASE and also use an ASE-independent mechanism to communicate ploidy.

In our current study to dissect the C. elegans sex determination signal and discover the molecular mechanisms by which small differences in the X:A signal elicit alternate sexual fates, we first conducted a genetic screen to identify additional ASEs and then explored the biochemical basis by which XSEs counter ASEs to determine sex. We show here that ploidy is communicated by multiple discrete ASEs, which function in a dose-dependent and cumulative manner to activate xol-1 transcription, consistent with Bridges’ hypothesis for flies [Bridges 1921]. We also show that XSEs engage in molecular rivalry with ASEs to overcome their activating effects, thereby transcribing the twofold difference in X-chromosome dose between the sexes into the high or low activity state of xol-1. Transcriptional activation of xol-1 by ASEs is direct. Two of the ASEs, SEA-1 and SEA-2 (a zinc finger protein), bind to multiple sites within xol-1. Transcriptional repression by XSEs is similarly direct: SEX-1 and CEH-39 also bind to numerous xol-1 sites in vitro. Disrupting these ASE- and XSE-binding sites in vivo recapitulates the deregulation of xol-1 expression caused by disrupting the corresponding signal element genes. The known XSE- and ASE-binding sites are distinct and nonoverlapping, suggesting that direct competition for binding to xol-1 is unlikely to be the mechanism by which XSEs oppose ASEs. Since other T-box proteins, nuclear receptors, and homeobox proteins tether coactivators or corepressors to specific binding sites [Asahara et al. 1999, Privalsky 2004, Murakami et al. 2005], the most plausible model is that XSEs and ASEs antagonize each other by recruiting cofactors with reciprocal activities that induce opposite transcriptional states. In summary, we demonstrated that multiple, antagonistic molecular interactions carried out on...
Figure 1. Identification of an ASE that encodes a zinc finger protein with Q/N and metalloprotease repeats. (A) Regulation of xol-1 by XSEs and ASEs. In diploid XX embryos (2X:2A), the double dose of XSEs outcompetes the double dose of ASEs to repress xol-1, thereby activating the hermaphrodite-specific gene sdc-2 and turning on dosage compensation and the hermaphrodite program of sexual differentiation. sdc-2 activates dosage compensation by triggering binding of the DCC to both X chromosomes, where it turns down X-chromosome expression by about half. In diploid XO embryos (1X:2A), the single dose of XSEs fails to overcome the double dose of ASEs. xol-1 remains active, represses sdc-2, turns on the male program of sexual differentiation, and precludes binding of the DCC to X. (B) Genetic strategy for identifying ASEs. The Mos1 transposon strain used to obtain suppressors of the XX-specific lethality caused by disrupting two XSEs—fox-1 and sex-1—was made from crosses (shown) involving two initial strains. (1) A fox-1 sex-1 double-mutant strain carried an extrachromosomal array (yEx660) containing three transgenes: the Mos1 transposase controlled by a heat-shock promoter (hsp-16-48::Mos1 transposase), Pdpy-30::sdc-2, used to suppress the lethality of fox-1 sex-1 mutants; and Punc-122::gfp, a reporter for the array that causes coelomocytes to fluoresce green. (2) The strain carried an extrachromosomal array (oxEx229) bearing the Mos1 transposon and the reporter Pmyo-2::gfp, which causes the pharynx to fluoresce green. Mos1 was mobilized in the final strain (fox-1 sex-1; oxEx229; yEx660) by heat shock, and homozygous suppressors were identified among their F2 self progeny as viable hermaphrodites that lacked the yEx660 array. (C) Structure of the sea-2 gene showing intron-exon boundaries, locations, and molecular identity of sea-2 mutations; two SL1 TSL sites; an alternative splice junction; and locations of sequences encoding zinc fingers (magenta), Q/N repeats (orange), and the metalloprotease domain (blue). (D) Schematic of the SEA-2 protein showing locations of zinc fingers, Q/N repeats, and the metalloprotease domain. (E) Immunofluorescence images of wild-type and sea-2(y426)-null XX embryos stained with the DNA dye DAPI (blue) and antibodies to both SEA-2 (red) and the X-bound dosage compensation protein SDC-3 (green) used as a staining control. The diffuse nuclear SEA-2 signal was eliminated by the sea-2(y426)-null mutation, showing antibody specificity.
a single promoter form the basis of the primary sex determination decision in *C. elegans*. This antagonism makes the sex determination process highly responsive to the relative dose of X chromosomes and autosomes so that even tiny changes in the X:A signal elicit different sexual fates.

**Results**

* A Mos1 transposon screen identified an ASE

To identify ASEs, we conducted a genetic screen for mutations that suppressed the hermaphrodite-specific lethality caused by disrupting two XSEs: *fox-1* and *sex-1* [Fig. 1B]. Reducing the dose of ASEs in an XSE-deficient XX mutant was expected to restore the X:A balance and thereby reestablish dosage compensation and hermaphrodite viability [Powell et al. 2005]. The screen was designed to recover both dominant and recessive mutations. The Mos1 transposon was used as the mutagen to permit facile molecular identification of disrupted genes [Bessereau et al. 2001].

One strong candidate emerged from analysis of 9400 Mos1 mutagenized haploid genomes, and three initial experiments suggested that the Mos1-disrupted gene encodes an ASE. First, the *y407* suppressor allele restored the viability of *fox-1 sex-1* XX mutants to 36% [Fig. 2B]. Inverse PCR of *y407* revealed a Mos1 insertion site within the ORF K10G6.3, and RNAi against K10G6.3 restored the viability of *fox-1 sex-1* XX mutants to 27%, a level equivalent to *y407*. Second, a deletion allele of K10G6.3 (*y410*) obtained through a directed PCR screen of our *C. elegans* deletion library also restored the viability of *fox-1 sex-1* XX mutants to an equivalent level [24%] [Fig. 2B]. XX and XO animals carrying either mutant allele of K10G6.3 were viable. Third, an extrachromosomal array bearing the cosmid encoding K10G6.3 reduced the viability of *y407; fox-1 sex-1* XX animals to that of *fox-1 sex-1* XX animals [Materials and Methods]. We named the K10G6.3 gene *sea-2* to reflect its likely role in sex determination.

* sea-2 encodes a zinc finger protein with glutamine/asparagine-rich repeats

Multiple *sea-2* mRNAs are made by different combinations of two alternative SL1 trans-splice acceptor sites at the 5' end and an alternative splice acceptor that eliminates the sixth exon [Fig. 1C]. The longest *sea-2* mRNA spans a 9.9-kb genomic region encoding a PQN [prion-like, Q/N-rich] family member of 1727 amino acids [Fig. 1D]. *SEA-2* also contains six separated zinc finger domains and a metalloprotease motif.

Molecular analysis of *sea-2* mutants revealed that neither *sea-2* allele is null. For *y407*, the Mos1 insertion resides in exon 4 and is predicted to cause premature termination of translation for both trans-spliced messages [Fig. 1C]. However, *y407* cDNAs showed that Mos1 was removed from *sea-2* mRNAs through alternative splicing, thereby restoring the reading frame. For *y410*, the deletion eliminates exons 2 and 3 in the first SL1 trans-spliced mRNA but fails to disrupt the second SL1 trans-spliced mRNA [Fig. 1C]. The *y410* deletion is predicted to cause premature termination of translation for only the first mRNA.

To isolate a *sea-2*-null mutant, we mobilized Mos1 in *y407* animals and identified an allele (*y426*) in which all but 5 nucleotides [nt] of Mos1 had been excised [Fig. 1C]. The remaining insertion created a premature translational stop codon and the consequent degradation of both SL1 trans-spliced mRNAs [Supplemental Fig. S1]. Consistent with *y426* being a null allele, *y426* increases the viability of *fox-1 sex-1* mutants to 50%, a level greater than that achieved by either *y407* or *y410* [Fig. 2B].

*SEA-2* accumulates in nuclei of young embryos during sex determination

Immunofluorescence experiments with *SEA-2* antibodies showed diffuse nuclear accumulation of *SEA-2* in embryos of the 20- to 30-cell stage [Fig. 1E], when sex determination begins, and greatly diminished nuclear levels of *SEA-2* in embryos beyond the 200-cell stage, after dosage compensation is established [data not shown]: *SEA-2* antibody staining was present at low levels in *y407* mutants and absent in *y426*-null mutants [Fig. 1E], confirming the specificity of the *SEA-2* antibody and the molecular and genetic characterization of the mutants.

Similar nuclear localization and timing of accumulation were observed for the XSE proteins and the ASE *SEA-1* [Nicoll et al. 1997; Carmi et al. 1998; Powell et al. 2005; Gladden and Meyer 2007], further implying an early role for *SEA-2* in sex determination. The nuclear localization of the zinc finger *SEA-2* protein and the presence of PQN protein–protein interaction motifs suggests that *SEA-2* acts as a transcription factor that associates with other proteins to achieve transcriptional regulation [Michelitsch and Weissman 2000; Wolfe et al. 2000].

*SEA-2* is a bona fide ASE

To be classified as a bona fide ASE, a gene must fulfill several genetic criteria. First, reducing the dose of an ASE should suppress the XX lethality caused by reducing the dose of XSEs and enhance the XO lethality caused by increasing the dose of XSEs. Second, increasing the dose of an ASE should enhance the XX lethality caused by increasing the dose of XSEs and suppress the XO lethality caused by increasing the dose of XSEs. In fulfilling both criteria, an ASE should act in a dose-dependent manner in the early zygote, the developmental stage in which the X:A signal is assessed to determine sexual fate.

*sea-2* meets all of the criteria for an ASE. First, *sea-2* loss-of-function alleles suppress not only the synergistic XX lethality of the *fox-1 sex-1*(y263) double mutant, but also the XX lethality of the *sex-1*(y424)-null mutant [from 20% viability to 34%, *P* < 0.001] and the synergistic XX lethality of the *sex-2*(y324) *sex-1*(y263) double mutant [from 0% viability to 38%, *P* < 0.001] [Fig. 2B]. The suppression is dose-dependent: The heterozygous sea-2(*y407+)/+ mutation restores viability of *fox-1 sex-1*(y263) mutants to 13%, and the homozygous sea-2(*y407) mutation restores viability to 36% [*P* < 0.001] [Fig. 2B].
Figure 2. sea-2 fulfills the genetic criteria for an ASE. (A) Genetic properties of XSEs and ASEs in XX animals. Reducing the dose of XSEs causes xol-1 activation and the consequent masculinization and death of XX animals. Reducing the dose of ASEs in these XSE-deficient XX animals restores the X:A signal, thereby repressing xol-1 and re-establishing viability. (B–E) Histograms show that sea-2 fulfills the genetic properties of an ASE with respect to viability. Genotype of animals assayed for viability is shown on the left, the effect of mutation on X or A signal is shown by an arrow (up, increase; down, decrease), the percent adult viability is on the X-axis, and the total number of embryos counted per experiment is given on each line (white). Formulas for adult viability, crosses (when appropriate), and methods for scoring are described in the Materials and Methods. sea-2 mutations suppress the XX lethality caused by reduced XSE dose (B) and enhance the XO lethality caused by increased XSE dose (C). Elevation of sea-2 dose reduces XX viability (D) and increases viability of XO animals with elevated XSE dose (E).
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Furthermore, sea-2 loss-of-function mutations increase the XO lethality caused by increasing the dose of XSEs, although sea-2 mutations alone appear to have no adverse effect on the viability or morphology of XO animals [Fig. 2C]. The viability of XO animals with one extra copy of fox-1 and ceh-39 carried on the X duplication yDp14 was reduced from 42% to 15% by sea-2(y426)/+ and to 4% by homozygous sea-2(y426) \( P < 0.001 \). Because the sea-2 mutation was introduced on a paternal chromosome, the enhanced lethality must have been caused by a change in thezygotic dose of sea-2.

Second, increasing the dose of sea-2 suppressed the XO lethality caused by increasing the dose of XSEs and enhanced the XX lethality caused by decreasing the dose of XSEs. Multiple copies of sea-2(+) carried on the integrated array yIs57 increased the viability of yDp14/+ males from 63% to 80% \( P < 0.001 \) [Fig. 2E] and decreased the viability of sex-1(y263) XX mutants from 74% to 29% \( P < 0.001 \) [Fig. 2D]. Together, these results show that sea-2 is an ASE that counters the action of XSEs to promote the male fate.

ASEs function cumulatively

Analysis of sea-1 and sea-2 mutant combinations revealed that the two ASEs act cumulatively to oppose XSEs. The sea-1(y356) sea-2(y407) double combination increased the viability of sex-1(y424) XX-null mutants from 20% to 77% \( P < 0.001 \), while the single sea-1(y356) and sea-2(y407) mutations increased the viability to only 51% \( P < 0.001 \) and 30% \( P < 0.001 \), respectively [Fig. 3A]. Furthermore, sea-1 and sea-2 mutations act together in a dominant fashion to suppress the XX lethality. While the heterozygous sea-1(y356)/+ mutation failed to increase the viability of fox-1(y303) sex-1(y263) mutants [Fig. 3A] and the heterozygous sea-2(y407)/+ mutation only increased the viability from 0% to 13% \( P < 0.001 \) [Fig. 2B], the trans-heterozygous sea-1/sea-2 combination increased the viability to 36% \( P < 0.001 \), and the homozygous sea-1 sea-2 combination increased the viability to 70% \( P < 0.001 \) [Fig. 3A].

In reciprocal experiments, increasing the dose of the wild-type sea-1 and sea-2 genes decreased the viability of XX animals in a cumulative manner. At 25°C, multiple copies of either sea-1 [yIs61] or sea-2 [yIs57] had only a small effect on XX viability (89% and 98%, respectively), but multiple copies of both reduced the viability of XX animals to 52% \( P < 0.001 \) [Fig. 3B]. The viability was restored to 93% by a xol-1 mutation, showing that the XX lethality caused by increased doses of sea-1 and sea-2 was due to misregulation of xol-1 [see Supplemental Fig. S4A for similar experiments conducted at 20°C]. Thus, ASEs, like XSEs, function together to communicate the sex signal and act predominantly upstream of xol-1 to coordinate sex determination and dosage compensation.

SEA-1 and SEA-2 act together to communicate the autosomal signal but do not comprise the entire signal. Null alleles of neither sea-1 nor sea-2 suppressed any of the XX lethality caused by null alleles of both fox-1(y303) and sex-1(y424), even though null alleles of either ASE partially suppressed the synergistic XX lethality caused by the fox-1(y303)-null allele and the sex-1(y263) partial loss-of-function allele [Fig. 3A]. Furthermore, only 17% of sea-1(y356) sea-2(y426); fox-1(y303) sex-1(y424) quadruple XX mutants are viable. Thus, while sea-1 and sea-2 are important ASEs, they do not constitute the entire autosomal signal [Fig. 3A].

Evidence of additional ASEs came from our finding that the candidate ASE mutation y379, which was recovered in an earlier EMS-based genetic screen [Powell et al. 2005] but was not identified molecularly, behaves as a bona fide ASE mutation. We named the gene sea-3. The sea-3(y379) mutant allele partially suppresses the lethality of fox-1(y303) sex-1(y263) mutants and further suppresses the lethality of fox-1(y303) sex-1(y424)-null mutants bearing sea-1- and sea-2-null mutations [Fig. 3A]. Forty-six percent of the sea-3(y379); fox-1(y303) sex-1(y263) XX triple mutants were viable compared with zero of the fox-1 sex-1 mutants, and 42% of sea-1(y356) sea-2(y426); sea-3(y379); fox-1(y303) sex-1(y424) XX quintuple mutants were viable compared with 17% of the sea-1(y356) sea-2(y426); fox-1(y303) sex-1(y424) quadruple XX mutants [Fig. 3A]. The fertility of the quintuple was also superior to that of the quadruple: Per adult, an average of 120 embryos were produced compared with 44 embryos, respectively.

In reciprocal experiments, all sea-1(y356) sea-2(y426) XO animals were viable, but 16% of the sea-1(y356) sea-2(y426); sea-3(y379) XO animals were inviable [Fig. 3C], showing that sufficient ASE function had been disrupted to block the full male-promoting activity of xol-1. The cumulative effect of sea-1, sea-2, and sea-3 mutations in countering XSEs shows that ploidy, the autosomal component of the X:A signal, appears to be communicated by a set of discrete ASEs in a manner envisioned by Bridges for flies [Bridges 1921; see the Discussion].

SEA-2 also controls sex determination and dosage compensation independently of xol-1

Precedent that an X:A signal element can control sex determination and dosage compensation by acting in two different capacities was set previously by sex-1 [Gladden et al. 2007]. SEX-1 functions as both an XSE to repress xol-1 and an activator of hermaphrodite-promoting genes that function downstream from xol-1 to activate dosage compensation [Supplemental Fig. S3A,B, Gladden et al. 2007]. We asked whether sea-2 also acts in two capacities. Our prior experiments showed that most, but not all, of the XX lethality caused by a sex-1 mutation is suppressed by a xol-1 mutation, and the residual lethality can be enhanced by RNai against sdc-2, a gene that acts downstream from xol-1 to trigger assembly of the DCC onto X [Supplemental Fig. S3A]. We show here that a sea-2 mutation can partially suppress the residual XX lethality of xol-1 sex-1 mutants [Supplemental Fig. S3B] and can partially suppress the enhanced XX lethality caused by sdc-2(RNai) of xol-1 sex-1 mutants [Supplemental Fig. S3A]. Moreover, increased dosage of sea-2 assists sdc-2(RNai) in suppressing the XO lethality caused by a xol-1 mutation [Supplemental Fig. S3C]. Our combined results show that sea-2 functions
in two capacities to control the male modes of sex determination and dosage compensation: as an ASE to activate \( xol-1 \) and as a repressor of a hermaphrodite-promoting activity that acts downstream from \( xol-1 \).

**SEA-2 is an activator of \( xol-1 \) transcription**

XSEs communicate X-chromosome number by reducing the level of functional \( xol-1 \) transcripts in a dose-dependent manner through two means: transcriptional repression and alternative mRNA splicing control. Because ASEs oppose XSEs, we asked whether SEA-2 communicates the ploidy by increasing the level of functional \( xol-1 \) transcripts. To assess the effect of SEA-2 on \( xol-1 \) transcription, we used the integrated \( yIs33 \) multicopy reporter transgene \( Pxol-1::lacZ \), in which the \( xol-1 \) promoter controls transcription of \( lacZ \) [Nicoll et al. 1997], to compare \( \beta \)-galactosidase activity among wild-type XX and XO embryos and XX embryos with increased \( sea-2^{+} \) dose.

We first showed that the \( xol-1 \) transcriptional reporter faithfully reproduces the activity states of \( xol-1 \) in wild-type XX and XO embryos (Fig. 4A,B). Of embryos produced from \( yIs33 \) XX animals, 90.1% had no detectable

---

**Table: ASEs Act Cumulatively to Oppose XSEs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combination</th>
<th>Viability %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{sea-1}^{y(376)} )</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{sea-1}^{y(376)} ) + ( \text{sea-2}^{y(427)} )</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{sea-1}^{y(376)} ) + ( \text{sea-2}^{y(427)} ) + ( \text{sea-3}^{y(427)} )</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 3.** \( \text{sea-1} \), \( \text{sea-2} \), and \( \text{sea-3} \) act cumulatively to communicate ploidy. (A) Mutations in \( \text{sea-1} \), \( \text{sea-2} \), and \( \text{sea-3} \) together increase the viability of XSE-deficient XX animals more completely than knockout of only one or two ASEs. (B) Increased dosage of \( \text{sea-1} \) and \( \text{sea-2} \) more effectively reduces the viability of XX animals than increased dose of either alone. (C) Mutation of \( \text{sea-1} \), \( \text{sea-2} \), and \( \text{sea-3} \) together reduces XO viability. All strains carried the \( \text{him-8(e1489)} \) mutation, which increases the proportion of XO progeny to \( \sim 37\% \). Viability of XO animals bearing ASE mutations was determined by assessing the number of adult male progeny relative to those in the \( \text{him-8} \) control.
SEA-2 activates *xol-1* transcription by binding to the *xol-1* promoter. 

(A, B) Increased dose of *sea-2* activates transcription of 
*xol-1* in XX embryos. (A) Nomarski images of hermaphrodite gonads at 25°C from wild-type, *him-8*, and *yIs57[sea-2(+)]* transgenic animals carrying the integrated *Pxol-1::lacZ* transcriptional reporter. Hermaphrodites were grown at 25°C and stained for β-galactosidase activity. Embryos within the gonads have undetectable (light gray), low (gray), or high (black) levels of β-galactosidase activity. While wild-type and *yIs57[sea-2(+)]* hermaphrodites both produce only 0.2% XO embryos, *yIs57* hermaphrodites produce a higher frequency of embryos with high β-galactosidase activity, revealing that elevated *sea-2* dose activates *xol-1* in XX embryos. The level of β-galactosidase activity in *yIs57* XX embryos resembles that in XO embryos. The proportion of embryos with high and low β-galactosidase activity in *him-8* gonads reflects the expected proportion of XX to XO embryos. 

(B) Quantification of embryos having undetectable (gray), low (light blue), or high (dark blue) β-galactosidase activity within gonads of hermaphrodites with listed genotypes. 

(C) SEA-2 binds to *xol-1* in vivo. Confocal images of wild-type embryos bearing *xol-1* promoter arrays (fragment C in D) or control arrays both stained with SEA-2 (red) and GFP (green) antibodies. Arrays also contain a transgene encoding a GFP-tagged lac repressor protein [lacI::GFP] and multiple copies of lac operator sequences [lacO]. lacI::GFP proteins bind to lacO sequences, allowing GFP antibodies to mark *xol-1* arrays. If endogenous SEA-2 protein binds to the *xol-1* promoter, SEA-2 antibodies colocalize (yellow) with GFP antibodies on arrays with *xol-1* but not control sequences. 

(D) Assessment of SEA-2-binding ability and map of assayed *xol-1* fragments in the promoter (1602 bp upstream of the TSS) and gene body (first 2864 bp). (+) SEA-2 binding to arrays, (−) no or rare binding to arrays.
β-galactosidase activity, and 0.4% had high activity. These results are consistent with the low level of xol-1 activity in wild-type XX embryos, the low proportion (0.1%) of XO embryos in a wild-type brood, and the high level of xol-1 activity in these rare XO embryos. Of embryos produced from yls33 XX animals bearing a him-8 mutation, which elevates the proportion of XO progeny to 37%, 31% had high β-galactosidase activity, consistent with the increase in XO progeny. While the reporter transgene faithfully recapitulates xol-1’s sex-specific regulation, it does not reflect the absolute level of endogenous xol-1 transcripts because the reporter is present in multiple copies, and its lacZ transcript level is higher than the endogenous xol-1 transcript level. We next showed that increasing the dose of the wild-type sea-2 gene increases xol-1 transcription in XX animals (Fig. 4A). An array [yls57] carrying multiple copies of sea-2(+)/C0 nucleosome and one further along in the closest two XSEs are 48 bp apart, and sequences in vitro at five different sites. Of note, the overlapping regions were further dissected by assaying SEX-1 binding to 50-bp overlapping probes. Five independent 25-bp SEX-1-binding regions were found: four in the promoter region overlapping the −1 nucleosome and one further along in the gene between the start points of transcription and translation. (Fig. 5A–C; Supplemental Figs. S5A, S6A,B).

The specificity in SEX-1 binding was established by antibody supershift experiments and mutational analysis. Increasing concentrations of SEX-1 antibody efficiently supershifted the already-shifted probes harboring the five candidate binding sites, demonstrating that SEX-1 was indeed bound to the probes [Fig. 5C; Supplemental Fig. S6B]. Each of the five 25-bp binding regions encodes a close variant of the consensus nuclear hormone receptor (NHR)-binding site AGGTCA (Fig. 5C; Mangelsdorf et al. 1995). To validate these sequences as bona fide SEX-1-binding sites, we changed the first three bases of each candidate binding site to TTT and examined binding to the mutated sites [Fig. 5B]. SEX-1 bound to none of the mutant probes. Our two findings that [1] SEX-1 binding was disrupted by mutation of the putative NHR response element and [2] the shift in wild-type probes was dependent on SEX-1 indicate that SEX-1 binds directly to xol-1 regulatory sequences in vitro at five different sites. Of note, the closest two SEX-1-response elements are 48 bp apart, and no other NHR-response elements reside nearby, suggesting that SEX-1 does not bind as a homodimer.

To identify CEH-39-binding sites, we performed EMSAs using CEH-39 produced from in vitro transcription–translation reactions and the 300-bp overlapping probes spanning the xol-1 promoter and first three exons [Fig. 5D]. CEH-39 bound to three sets of overlapping probes [H and I, K and L, and M and N] and two end probes [A and V] representing the promoter and third exon. Dissection of promoter region A revealed CEH-39 binding to two overlapping 50-bp probes that shared a version of the core ONECUT homeodomain consensus binding site ATTTGAT [Fig. 5D,F; Supplemental Fig. S7] (Iyaguchi et al. 2007). CEH-39 binding was abrogated in subsequent EMSAs to site 1 by a mutation that changed the variant of the
Figure 5. SEX-1 and CEH-39 bind directly to multiple discrete sites in xol-1. (A) Schematic diagram of the xol-1 promoter and the 300-bp overlapping 32P-labeled DNA fragments used for the SEX-1 EMSAs [A–V] shows the five SEX-1-binding regions [red]. Positive probes were subdivided into 50-bp overlapping DNA fragments used to define the five discrete SEX-1-binding sites [red] using EMSAs. (B) Mutation of the nuclear hormone response elements eliminates SEX-1 binding to the 50-bp probes. Shown are SEX-1 EMSAs to either wild-type [WT] [right] or mutant [mut] [left] probes in which the first 3 bases of each SEX-1 response element was mutated to TTT. (C) Antibody supershift experiment for SEX-1-binding site 3. Increasing concentrations of SEX-1 antibody were titrated against a 50-bp probe incubated with a constant amount of SEX-1 extract. Supershifted bands [arrows] demonstrated the presence of SEX-1 in the original shifted protein–DNA complex. Sequences of the five SEX-1-binding sites are compared with a canonical NHR-binding site. Locations of sites are given relative to the TSS. (D) xol-1 schematic for the 300-bp DNA fragments used in EMSAs with CEH-39 shows the location of CEH-39-binding regions [orange]. Below is a schematic of 50-bp overlapping DNA fragments used to define the first CEH-39-binding site. (E) The homeodomain element in each CEH-39-binding site is required for CEH-39-dependent mobility shifts. Shown are EMSAs of either wild-type [WT] [right] or mutant [mut] [left] probes in which the homeodomain element within each binding site was mutated to GGGGGG. (F) Antibody supershift experiment for CEH-39-binding site 2. Increasing concentrations of CEH-39 antibody were titrated against the 50-bp probe that was incubated with a constant amount of CEH-39 protein. Supershifted bands [arrows] revealed the presence of CEH-39 in the original shifted band. Sequences and locations of CEH-39-binding sites are compared with a canonical ONECUT homeodomain-binding site. (G) Schematic of xol-1 showing the SEX-1-binding site [red] and CEH-39-binding site [orange] relative to the TSS and the acceptor site for the SL1 TSL RNA.
consensus sequence to GGGGGG [Fig. 5E], thus demonstrating specificity in CEH-39 binding to classical ONECUT sites.

Similar ONECUT consensus sequences were found in each of the other CEH-39-bound probes [Fig. 5F]. EMSAs demonstrated CEH-39 binding to unique 50-bp probes centered on each of the wild-type consensus sequences but not to probes carrying the GGGGGG mutated sequence [Fig. 5E]. In total, we found three CEH-39-binding sites in the xol-1 promoter: one between the start points of transcription and translation, and one in the third exon. One of the three promoter sites overlaps the –1 nucleosome [Supplemental Fig. 5A]. Specificity of CEH-39 binding was further confirmed with antibody supershift experiments for all sites [Fig. 5F, data not shown].

Discovery of a CEH-39-binding site in the third exon helps explain our prior observation that the yIs33 transcriptional Pxl-1::lacZ transgene reporter was responsive to sex-1 mutations but not responsive to ceh-39 mutations [Gladden and Meyer 2007]. CEH-39 responsiveness required the reporter to contain the promoter and first three exons of xol-1.

One CEH-39-binding site (site 3) lies immediately adjacent to a SEX-1-binding site (site 4) with no nucleotides in between. Given the proximity of the sites, we tested whether CEH-39 and SEX-1 could bind as heterodimers and repress xol-1 in a synergistic manner. No evidence was found for synergy between SEX-1 and CEH-39 binding to the same probe [data not shown]. In aggregate, our experiments demonstrate that two XSEs—SEX-1 and CEH-39—bind directly to multiple sites throughout the xol-1 regulatory region to control xol-1.

The ASEs activate xol-1 transcription directly by binding to discrete sites on the promoter and gene body

Although SEA-2 does not contain a well-defined DNA-binding domain, it does contain six separated zinc finger motifs, suggesting that SEA-2 might bind DNA. To assess SEA-2 binding to xol-1, we used the EMSA strategy outlined above using SEA-2 expressed from Sf-9 cells. We were unable to detect binding to any of the 300-bp probes. As an alternative approach, we assayed SEA-2 binding to xol-1 in vivo using an immunocytochemical assay previously used to show colocalization of SEX-1 with the xol-1 promoter [Fig. 4C,D; Carmi et al. 1998]. We created transgenic strains carrying extrachromosomal arrays with multiple copies of either the xol-1 promoter, xol-1 promoter truncations, xol-1 coding regions, or a control plasmid. These arrays also contained multiple copies of the lac operon (lacO) and a plasmid expressing a bifunctional lac repressor-GFP fusion protein [lacI::GFP]. Colocalization of SEA-2 antibodies with lacI-GFP bound to lacO sites on the arrays implies SEA-2 binding to xol-1. SEA-2 co-localized with the full xol-1 promoter, all of the promoter truncations, and exons 4-6 but failed to localize with the control and with exons 1–3 [Fig. 4C,D]. These data show that SEA-2 associates with xol-1 directly or indirectly via multiple sites throughout the gene.

In contrast to SEA-2, the ASE SEA-1 performed well in EMSA studies and enabled us to demonstrate that SEA-1 binds directly to the xol-1 promoter [Fig. 6A–E; Supplemental Fig. S8]. A SEA-1 fusion protein carrying an N-terminal GST tag was purified from bacteria and used in EMSA reactions with the 300-bp overlapping xol-1 probes used for the XSE analysis. SEA-1 bound to two sets of overlapping probes [F and G, and R and S] and one individual probe [K]. The regions of overlap and the unique K probe were dissected into small overlapping probes and analyzed with EMSAs [Fig. 6A, Supplemental Fig. S8].

Four distinct SEA-1-binding sites were found throughout the xol-1 promoter and one was found between the start points of transcription and translation. Two promoter sites overlap the –1 nucleosome [Supplemental Fig. S5A]. The specificity of binding was confirmed by antibody supershift experiments [Fig. 6B, data not shown]. The probes that bound SEA-1 do not harbor sequences resembling known T-box DNA-binding sites, except probes to binding site 1, which have limited similarity to the Brachyury half-site TTTCCACCT [Fig. 6E; Kispert and Herrmann 1993; Casey et al. 1998].

To identify the SEA-1-binding sites with greater precision, we performed DNase 1 footprinting assays with purified GST-SEA-1 on probes spanning the overlapping binding regions [Fig. 6D, Supplemental Fig. S9]. Clear, distinct SEA-1 protected sites were found within each of the regions of overlap, all with unique sequences. Site 2 had the largest footprint. It had two shifted bands in EMSAs [Supplemental Fig. 8], suggesting that site 2 might have more than one SEA-1-binding site or that SEA-1 binds as a homodimer to this site and as a monomer to other sites. The importance of the identified sequences in SEA-1 binding was established through EMSAs with probes containing randomized sequences [Fig. 6C]. SEA-1 binding was negligible to probes with randomized sequences but robust to the consensus T-box site used as a positive control.

SEA-1-binding sites are interspersed with SEX-1 and CEH-39 sites, but no clear overlap is evident between the ASE and XSE sites, implying that the antagonism between ASEs and XSEs is not simply due to direct competition for binding to overlapping sites [Fig. 6E]. This interpretation is supported by the finding that the SEX-1 protein can supershift a SEA-1-bound DNA fragment carrying XSE- and ASE-binding sites, indicating that both elements can bind simultaneously to a single fragment of DNA [Supplemental Fig. 10].

Activation and repression of xol-1 transcription in vivo occurs via the XSE- and ASE-binding sites

To assess the importance of the XSE- and ASE-binding sites in vivo for the regulation of xol-1, we generated strains with integrated, single-copy xol-1 transgenes bearing mutations in XSE- or ASE-binding sites and assayed their effect on hermaphrodite viability in wild-type and XSE- or ASE-deficient strains [Fig. 7A–C]. The endogenous xol-1 gene was knocked out in these strains, making the transgenes the sole source of xol-1. Three lines of evidence
showed that mutating the XSE- and ASE-binding sites in *xol-1* recapitulated the phenotypes caused by disrupting the XSE and ASE genes. First, disrupting all SEX-1- and CEH-39-binding sites in a *xol-1* transgene killed nearly all *xol-1* transgenic XX mutant animals, just as disrupting both *ceh-39* and *sex-1* killed all XX animals (Fig. 7A).

**Figure 6.** SEA-1 binds directly to multiple discrete sites in *xol-1*. (A) Schematic diagram of 300-bp *xol-1* DNA fragments used for EMSAs with SEA-1 shows the location of five SEA-1-binding regions (green). Below are the 30- or 50-bp overlapping fragments analyzed to define the five SEA-1-binding sites (green). (B) Antibody supershift experiment for SEA-1-binding site 1. Increasing concentrations of SEA-1 antibody were titrated against a 50-bp probe incubated with a constant amount of SEA-1 protein. Supershifted bands (arrows) revealed the presence of SEA-1 in the original shifted protein–DNA complex. (C) DNA sequences identified by the overlapping probes are required for the SEA-1-dependent mobility shifts. Shown are EMSAs with a probe of the consensus T-box site and probes carrying randomized versions of the five SEA-1-binding sites (mut). (D) DNase I footprinting assays identified five noncanonical T-box-binding sites for SEA-1. Shown is the 150-bp DNA fragment containing SEA-1-binding sites 3 and 4. The probe was incubated with either no protein, 600 ng of GST control, or a dilution series of 600, 300, 150, and 75 ng of GST-SEA-1. The protected regions (black bars) are enlarged at the left of the full-length gel. Each footprinting gel had a labeled A+G ladder as a marker for the protected sequences. Below each enlarged footprint are the sequences protected by SEA-1 compared with the overlapping sequence in the probes bound by SEA-1 in EMSAs. The radiolabeled and interrogated DNA strand is shown in black, and the reverse strand in green matches the site shown in E. The five SEA-1-binding sites identified by footprinting assays are compared with a canonical T-box-binding site. (E) Schematic of *xol-1* with the SEA-1-binding site (green), SEX-1-binding site (red), and CEH-39-binding site (orange).
hermaphrodite lethality caused by disrupting XSE-binding sites in the transgene was fully suppressed by disrupting both the sea-1 and sea-2 genes (Fig. 7A).

Analysis of xol-1 transcript levels from wild-type and XSE-binding-defective transgenes further corroborated the function of the XSE-binding sites in vivo (Supplemental Table S1). xol-1 transcript levels from a wild-type transgene were elevated 3.5-fold in a sex-1(y424) mutant compared with a sex-1(+) mutant, in close agreement with the 2.8-fold increase in xol-1 transcript level from the endogenous gene in a sex-1(y424) mutant. Furthermore, xol-1 transcript levels from a xol-1 transgene with mutations in all SEX-1- and CEH-39-binding sites were increased further, to 6.9-fold, consistent with the mutations eliminating the repressive function of XSEs.

Second, just as a sea-1 mutation prevented the death of many sex-1 XX mutants (Fig. 3A), knocking out the SEA-1-binding sites in the xol-1 transgene prevented the death of many sex-1 XX mutants that would be caused by a wild-type xol-1 transgene (Fig. 7B). Third, just as a sea-1 mutation prevented the death of many fox-1 sex-1 double mutants (Powell et al. 2005), knocking out the SEA-1-binding sites in the xol-1 transgene prevented the death of many fox-1 sex-1 XX mutants that would be caused by

![Figure 7. Mutation of XSE- and ASE-binding sites in xol-1 transgenes, the sole source of xol-1 in the strains, recapitulates the phenotypes caused by disrupting the XSE and ASE genes. Single-copy, integrated xol-1 transgenes bearing mutations in either XSE- or ASE-binding sites were assayed for their effect on hermaphrodite viability in different mutant backgrounds. Descriptions of xol-1 transgenes and genotypes of assayed XX animals are indicated below each schematic of the regulatory region. Viability is shown to the right, with the number of embryos counted (n) in parentheses. Hermaphrodite viability was calculated from at least three independent experiments using the formula [no. of adult hermaphrodites]/[total no. of embryos] × 100. (A) Disruption of the ASE genes sea-1 and sea-2 in XX animals carrying a xol-1 transgene lacking binding sites for the XSEs SEX-1 and CEH-39 restored XX viability to nearly wild-type levels. In the control strain bearing mutations in sea-1 and sea-2, 98% of animals were viable (n = 723). The genotype was sea-1(y356) sea-2(y407); xol-1(y9); yIs[xol-1]. (B) Disruption of SEA-1-binding sites in a xol-1 transgene partially suppressed the XX lethality of sex-1(null) XX mutants. (C) Disruption of SEA-1-binding sites in a xol-1 transgene partially suppressed the XX lethality of fox-1 sex-1 XX mutants. In the control strain carrying a xol-1 transgene with disrupted SEA-1-binding sites, 93% of animals were viable (n = 653).]
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Figure 8. Primary sex determination: model for X:A signal assessment. XSEs and ASEs bind directly to numerous sites on xol-1 and antagonize each other to control xol-1 transcription and thereby determine C. elegans sex. Molecular rivalry at the xol-1 promoter between XSE transcriptional repressors (the ONECUT homeodomain protein CEH-39 and the NHR SEX-1) and ASE transcriptional activators (the T-box transcription factor SEA-1 and the zinc finger protein SEA-2) leads to high xol-1 transcript levels in XO embryos with one dose of XSEs and low levels in XX embryos with two doses of XSEs. The RNA-binding protein FOX-1, an XSE, then enhances the fidelity of the counting process in by blocking proper RNA splicing of the sixth intron (yellow) in a dose-dependent manner, resulting in xol-1 mRNA splice variants with in-frame stop codons. High XOL-1 protein levels in XO animals induce male development, and low XOL-1 levels in XX animals induce hermaphrodite development, including loading of the DCC onto X.

Discussion

Sex is determined in many organisms by a chromosome-counting mechanism that distinguishes one X chromosome from two. Here we dissected one such precise counting mechanism in molecular detail to understand how small changes in the concentrations of molecular signals can be translated into different developmental fates. Rather than counting the absolute number of X chromosomes, the nematode C. elegans assesses the number of X chromosomes relative to the sets of autosomes. We showed previously that a set of genes on X, called XSEs, communicates the embryo’s X-chromosome dose by repressing the activity of the master sex-determining gene xol-1 in a cumulative, dose-dependent manner. xol-1 is active and induces the male fate in embryos with one dose of XSEs (1X:2A) but is repressed in embryos with two doses of XSEs (2X:2A), permitting the hermaphrodite fate. Here we identified elements of the autosomal signal and showed that the dose of autosomes is communicated by a corresponding set of ASEs that act in a cumulative, dose-dependent manner to counter XSEs by stimulating xol-1 transcription. We further showed that XSEs and ASEs bind directly to the 5’ regulatory region of xol-1 to antagonize each other’s activities and thereby set the level of xol-1 transcription to reflect the X:A sex determination signal [Fig. 8]. Hence, multiple antagonistic molecular interactions carried out on a single promoter form the basis of the primary sex determination decision in C. elegans and make the sex determination process highly responsive to the relative dose of X chromosomes and autosomes [Fig. 8].

Of the XSEs, the NHR SEX-1 and the ONECUT homeodomain protein CEH-39 bind directly to five non-overlapping cis-acting regulatory sites on the xol-1 promoter and gene body to repress transcription. SEX-1-binding sites resemble canonical NHR sites, and CEH-39-binding sites resemble canonical ONECUT homeodomain sites. Disrupting all SEX-1 and CEH-39 sites on a xol-1 transgene in vivo recapitulated the derepression of xol-1 and consequent XX lethality caused by disrupting the respective XSE genes. This XX lethality was rescued by mutations in the ASEs sea-1, which encodes a T-box transcription factor, and sea-2, which encodes a zinc finger protein, establishing that SEX-1 and CEH-39 repress xol-1 directly by binding to it.

SEA-1 also binds directly to five sites on the xol-1 promoter and gene body. While SEA-1 can bind to canonical T-box sites in vitro, the xol-1 sites are variable in...
length and do not resemble canonical T-box-binding sites, suggesting that it belongs to a different class of T-box transcription factors. Disrupting the SEA-1-binding sites on a xol-1 transgene also reiterated the effects of knocking out the endogenous sea-1 gene. The binding site mutations partially suppressed the XX lethality caused by a sex-1-null mutation or the fox-1 sex-1 double-mutant combination, confirming that SEA-1 binds directly to xol-1 to stimulate its transcription. While the purified SEA-2 protein failed to bind xol-1 DNA in vitro, SEA-2 did bind in vivo to multiple sites on the xol-1 promoter and gene body, indicating that SEA-2 activates xol-1 transcription directly.

The autosomal signal also includes the ASE sea-3, which collaborates with sea-1 and sea-2 to oppose XSEs and thereby promote the male fate. Its molecular cloning has not yet been achieved. Disrupting all three sea genes suppresses the XX lethality caused by loss of XSEs significantly more than just disrupting sea-1 and sea-2. Furthermore, disrupting all three sea genes reduced the autosomal signal sufficiently to kill males due to inadequate activation of xol-1. Hence, these three elements function together as strong xol-1 activators. Nevertheless, the fact that some triple-mutant XO animals survive reveals that additional ASEs must contribute to the autosomal signal. Our screen likely failed to identify other ASEs because Mos1 has a 30% average transposition frequency (Williams et al. 2005), and only 9400 mutagenized haploid genomes were screened.

A prior study demonstrated that sex-1 promotes the hermaphrodite fate by acting in two capacities: as an XSE to repress xol-1 and as an activator of hermaphrodite-promoting genes that function downstream from xol-1 to activate dosage compensation (Gladden et al. 2007). sex-1 exerts the majority of its sex-determining function through xol-1. Similarly, our study demonstrated that sea-1 and sea-2 function in two capacities to control the male modes of sex determination and dosage compensation: as an ASE to activate xol-1 and as a repressor of hermaphrodite-promoting activity that acts downstream from xol-1. Like sex-1, both sea-1 and sea-2 exert the major role of their sex-determining function by acting on xol-1. We note, though, that sea-2 has roles in development beyond controlling sex determination and dosage compensation. Huang et al. (2011) demonstrated a role for sea-2 in regulating larval developmental timing and adult life span.

The worm X:A-counting mechanism fits Bridges’ 1921 textbook paradigm for fly sex determination, but the fly mechanism does not

While our study shows that the worm X:A-sensing process fulfills Bridges’ proposed model for fly sex determination involving a set of feminizing genes on X and an antagonistic set of masculinizing genes on autosomes (Fig. 8; Bridges 1921), others have shown recently that the fly X:A-sensing process does not (Barbash and Cline 1995; Erickson and Quintero 2007). In the fruit fly, the target of the X:A signal is Sxl [sex-lethal], a sex-determining switch gene that induces female development when active and male development when inactive (Cline and Meyer 1996). A set of feminizing XSEs communicates X-chromosome number (Cline 1988; Erickson and Cline 1991, 1993; Seiton et al. 2000) by activating Sxl transcription in a dose-dependent manner. The double dose of XSEs in 2X:2A embryos turns Sxl on, while the single dose in 1X:2A embryos does not. In contrast, ploidy appears not to be signaled by a corresponding set of masculinizing autosomal genes (Barbash and Cline 1995; Erickson and Quintero 2007). Instead, the effect of ploidy in this dose-sensitive process is indirect, influencing the timing of cellularization during early development and thereby the length of time during which XSE protein can increase in concentration to reach the threshold necessary to activate Sxl (Erickson and Quintero 2007). The lower the ploidy, the later the embryos cellularize, the longer the XSEs can accumulate, and the higher the probability of activating Sxl. As a consequence, 1X:1A embryos become females instead of males, and 2X:3A embryos become mosaic intersexes. Only a single fly ASE was identified through extensive genetic screens to identify suppressors of XSE mutations (Barbash and Cline 1995). That ASE acts as a weak transcriptional repressor of Sxl and is thought to function relatively late to fine-tune the counting process in diploids.

Models for antagonistic molecular interactions between worm XSEs and ASEs

Given the numerous binding sites for XSEs and ASEs on the xol-1 gene, how do these signal elements counteract each other to promote opposite transcriptional states? The findings that XSE- and ASE-binding sites are distinct and nonoverlapping and that SEX-1 and SEA-1 can bind simultaneously to the same DNA fragment suggest that direct competition for binding to xol-1 is not likely to underlie the antagonistic molecular interactions between these XSEs and ASEs at the xol-1 promoter. Instead, because nuclear receptors, ONECUT homeobox proteins, and T-box proteins repress or activate transcription by tethering corepressors or coactivators to their gene targets (Asahara et al. 1999; Maira et al. 2003; Privalsky 2004; Murakami et al. 2005), an attractive alternative model is that XSEs and ASEs recruit cofactors with reciprocal enzymatic activities to the xol-1 promoter to elicit opposite transcriptional states. Common cofactors are those that modify histones to regulate transcription, including histone acetyltransferases and methyltransferases for gene activation and histone deacetylases for gene repression (Privalsky 2004; Lee et al. 2005a, b).

Our identification here of the true xol-1 TSS revealed that the 5’ region with the highest density of SEX-1-, CEH-39-, and SEA-1-binding sites overlaps the –1 nucleosome, which carries post-translational modifications positively correlated with xol-1 activity (Supplemental Fig. S5A–C). In young embryos, when xol-1 is active prior to its repression by XSEs, the nucleosome carries the H3K4me3 and H3K27ac modifications typical of transcribed genes. Nucleosomes in the gene body also carry modifications typical of transcription elongation: H3K79me3 and
H3K36me3. All four modifications are absent later in development, when xol-1 is repressed. Regulation of the post-translational modification of the –1 nucleosome by ASEs and XSEs is a highly plausible mechanism for at least part of the antagonism between ASEs and XSEs.

T-box proteins can trigger the acetylation of histones and achieve transcriptional activation during development. For example, the T-box transcription factor TBX5 plays an essential, dose-dependent role in both cardiac and limb development (Mori and Bruneau 2004; Murakami et al. 2005). As with sea-1, the TBX5 gene is haploinsufficient. Patients with Hold-Oram syndrome carry heterozygous mutations in TBX5 and have defects in their heart and upper extremities. TBX5 recruits the coactivator TAZ to stimulate transcription of TBX5-dependent promoters by tethering the histone acetyltransferase proteins p300 and PCAF to the TBX5-binding sites. Similarly, NHRs such as SEX-1 are known to tether histone deacetylases and histone demethylases to their binding sites through corepressors to repress transcription (Privalsky 2004; Rosenfeld et al. 2006; Cai et al. 2011).

In our model, ASEs such as SEA-1 and SEA-2 would accumulate in high concentration at the xol-1 promoter of young embryos to activate transcription in part by catalyzing the acetylation of the –1 nucleosome. In embryos with a double dose of ASEs, sufficient ASE protein would accumulate on the xol-1 promoter over time to repress transcription in part by catalyzing the deacetylation of the –1 nucleosome and perhaps the demethylation of nucleosomes in the gene body. This type of molecular antagonism requires that ASEs and XSEs accumulate on the xol-1 promoter at overlapping times, when the X:A signal is being assessed. Two lines of evidence support this condition. Both SEA-1 and SEX-1 can bind together in vitro to a single fragment of xol-1 DNA that encodes the highest density of XSE- and ASE-binding sites. Also, SEX-1 and SEA-2 colocalize with xol-1 regulatory regions in vivo at overlapping times, from at least the 20-cell stage when xol-1 is active until after the 60-cell stage, when xol-1 expression becomes significantly repressed.

The competing mechanisms of xol-1 activation and repression need not be limited to the regulation of histone modification at the TSS. In general, corepressors recruited by NHRs and ONECUT homeodomain proteins can make inhibitory contacts directly with the basal transcription machinery to limit transcription (Baniamad et al. 1993; Muscat et al. 1998; Wong and Privalsky 1998), and coactivators recruited by T-box proteins can make productive contacts with the basal machinery to stimulate transcription (Kwok et al. 1994; Yao et al. 1996; Maira et al. 2003). The locations of ASE- and XSE-binding sites throughout the promoter and first part of the gene are well positioned to permit such direct inhibitory and stimulatory contacts with the transcription machinery.

Synergy in XSE action

The high degree of specificity for SEX-1 and CEH-39 in sex determination cannot be explained completely by the 6-bp response elements within the XSE-binding sites. The elements by themselves are too short to confer strong stability in XSE binding to xol-1. Binding is likely enhanced through the association of XSEs with each other or with other more general DNA-binding proteins. Given that XSEs function cumulatively and mutations in sex-1 and ceh-39 act synergistically, the possibility existed that SEX-1 and CEH-39 might bind to xol-1 cooperatively, and the cooperativity might help the stability and specificity. However, in vitro binding studies of SEX-1 and CEH-39 to probes with neighboring NHR- and ONECUT-binding sites failed to demonstrate cooperative binding in gel shift assays (data not shown).

NHRs and homeodomain proteins commonly bind target genes as homodimers or as heterodimers with proteins of their respective class via closely spaced response elements (Mangelsdorf et al. 1995). Dimerization enhances the stability and specificity in binding. However, the two closest SEX-1 response elements are 48 bp apart with no NHR recognition elements nearby, and the closest CEH-39 response elements are 308 bp apart, suggesting that SEX-1 and CEH-39 bind xol-1 as monomers. SEX-1 and CEH-39 are thus likely to associate with other unidentified transcription factors or with corepressors tethered to other DNA-binding proteins that confer increased binding stability by contributing additional contacts with DNA. The synergy between SEX-1 and CEH-39 in repressing xol-1 transcription would then derive from the aggregate effect of XSEs making multiple independent contacts with xol-1 regulatory sequences to elicit inhibitory contacts with the basal transcription machinery through corepressors and/or to recruit corepressors with the same or different enzymatic activities to repress transcription in part by altering nucleosome post-translational modification. To date, only a single NHR corepressor molecule (DIN-1) has been identified functionally in C. elegans (Ludewig et al. 2004), and we found that it does not function in the sex determination pathway (data not shown).

Another influence on the target of the X:A signal

A negative regulatory feedback loop has been proposed to repress xol-1 by the terminal feminizing switch gene in the sex determination regulatory hierarchy tra-1 (Hargitai et al. 2009). The TRA-1 zinc finger protein represses male differentiation genes and induces hermaphrodite differentiation genes. The loop is proposed to function after X:A assessment, perhaps to maintain a low xol-1 activity state in XX embryos once the major sex determination decision has been made and sexual differentiation is
under way. Partial loss of tra-1 was reported to cause significant XX lethality that could be suppressed by mutations in xol-1. A TRA-1-binding site was found in xol-1 at +1045 with respect to our new TSS. We investigated the contribution of tra-1 to the repression of xol-1 and found the contribution to be minimal compared with that reported by Hargitai et al. (2009) (Supplemental Fig. 11). We found that complete loss of tra-1 caused very little XX lethality under standard growth conditions, and none of the lethality was suppressible by a xol-1-null mutation, indicating that misregulation of xol-1 was not the cause of lethality. We did find some xol-1-suppressible lethality under more extreme growth conditions but less than reported previously, and the escapers had no dosage compensation defects, unlike XSE mutants. Hence, a repressive interaction between tra-1 and xol-1 is unlikely to constitute a significant feedback loop.

Implications of the X:A signal for development and disease

The classes of regulatory molecules that play critical roles in the X:A-sensing process—NHRs, ONECUT homeodomain proteins, and T-box proteins—also have central roles in development, homeostasis, and reproduction, even in humans. For all of these functions, the dose sensitivity of genes encoding the regulatory molecules is crucial. For all these functions, the dose sensitivity of genes encoding the regulatory molecules is crucial.

Materials and methods

Isolation of sea-2 alleles

For each ASE screen, the final mutagenesis strain fox-1 sex-1; yEx660, oxEx229 was created by crosses using two initial strains (see Fig. 1B): [1] a fox-1 sex-1 XX strain carrying the transgenic extrachromosomal array yEx660 [dpy-30::sd-2(+)] [30 ng/µL], hsp-16-48::Mos1 transposase [10 ng/µL], unc-122::gfp [30 ng/µL], and genomic DNA [200 ng/µL] and [2] a strain carrying oxEx229 (Mos1, myo-2::gfp) (Bessereau et al. 2001). All crosses were performed at 25°C to prevent germline silencing of the arrays. Approximately 50 double-transgenic animals were subjected to heat shock per screen as follows: 1 h at 33°C, 1 h of recovery at 15°C, 1 h at 33°C, and 20 h of recovery at 15°C. F1 progeny were examined by PCR to determine Mos1 transposition frequency per screen (30%-40%). We obtained 619 viable nongreen hermaphrodites from F2 progeny representing 9400

Mos1 mutagenized haploid genomes. Only 120 of 619 produced viable F3 progeny, and only 30 of 120 contained the Mos1 transposon. Mos1-containing strains were outcrossed at least four times, and only five of 30 strains had the transposon linked to the suppression phenotype. The transposon insertion site was identified in each strain by inverse PCR as described in Bessereau et al. (2001). For each insertion allele, the corresponding ORF was disrupted by RNAi in a fox-1 sex-1 double mutant. RNAi of only K10G6.3 phenocopied the suppression of fox-1 sex-1 lethality to the same degree as the corresponding insertion allele. This screen yielded see-2(y407), which has a Mos1 insert in exon 4 but is not a null allele. A sex-2-null allele was obtained by excising the Mos1 transposon from see-2(y407), and see-2(y410) was isolated from a deletion library (see the Supplemental Material).

Genetic analysis and phenotypic characterization

Hermaphrodite viability was assessed by picking one to three L4 larvae per plate, serially transferring animals every 24 h for 2–3 d, counting the number of embryos and L1s after transfer, and counting the total adults 4–5 d after plating the original L4s. Percent viability was calculated as [(total number of adults)/[total number of embryos] × 100].

The effects of changing sea-2 activity on the viability of males with an extra copy of both ceh-39 and fox-1 (on yDp14 X:A) was assessed by either crosses or analysis of strains carrying him-8(e1489). [1] To assess the viability of yDp14+/+ males (Fig. 2C), wild-type males were crossed with yDp14 X:I, rol-6(e187) II; unc-2(e55) X, and the non-Rol cross progeny [yDp14+/+, rol-6(+); unc-2+] XX or yDp14+/, rol-6(+); unc-2 XO animals were counted. Percent male viability was calculated by the formula [(total number of males observed)/(total number of males expected)] × 100, where the expected male frequency is equal to the number of hermaphrodite cross progeny observed. [2] To assess the viability of see-2(y426)+, yDp14+ males (Fig. 2C), see-2(y426) males were crossed with yDp14 X:I, rol-6(e187) II; unc-2(e55) X hermaphrodites, and progeny were analyzed as above. Surviving heterozygous males cross progeny [yDp14+/+, see-2(y426) rol-6(e187); unc-2(e55)] were crossed back to yDp14 rol-6(e187); unc-2(e55) hermaphrodites to create homozygous yDp14, sea-2(y426); unc-2 hermaphrodites. [3] To assess the viability of see-2(y426) see-2(y426) yDp14+ males (Fig. 2C), see-2(y426) males were crossed with yDp14, see-2(y426); unc-2 hermaphrodites, and cross progeny were analyzed as above. [4] To assess the viability of yDp14+/+, see-2(y407)+/males and yDp14+/+; yIs57 [sea-2(+)] males (Fig. 2E), progeny from the him-8(e1489) strains were analyzed as follows. For yDp14+/+ male viability, the relative number of yDp14+/+, him-8(e1489); unc-2(e55) (non-Unc) and +/+; him-8(e1489); unc-2(e55) (Unc) male self-progeny were counted from yDp14+/+, him-8(e1489); unc-2(e55) hermaphrodites. Of the male progeny, one-fourth are expected to be Unc, one-fourth are expected to be die (yDp14 homozygotes), and one-half are expected to be non-Unc. Percent male viability was calculated as [(total number of non-Unc males observed)/(total number of non-Unc males expected)] × 100, where the number of expected males is equal to two times the number of Unc males observed. Self-progeny from yDp14+/+, see-2(y407), him-8(e1489); unc-2(e55), and yDp14+/+, yIs57 him-8(e1489); unc-2(e55) hermaphrodites were counted as above. yDp14+/+ male viability is typically higher in the progeny of homozygous him-8(e1489) hermaphrodites than in the progeny from crosses.

SEA-2 antibody

Rabbit anti-SEA-2 antibodies were raised and affinity-purified against a C-terminal 21-amino-acid peptide (CG-linker)RMA.
Embryos were digested with Age1 (New England Biolabs), purified over oligonucleotides engineered to have unique Age1 sites. Probes; dsDNA probes of EMSAs pSG5 vector was used to prime the reactions. Using SDS-PAGE/Western blotting. For controls, 1 cDNA was cloned into pSG5 (Stratagene), and 1 transcription/Translation system (Promega). Full-length CEH-39 and protein concentrations were determined by Bradford assay. Assessment on a 10% acrylamide gel (37.5:1) by Coomassie staining, were eluted. GST was purified in an identical manner using the STE buffer supplemented with 250 mM NaCl, and bound protein glutathione agarose in STE buffer and washed in a stepwise DTT and sonicated. Cleared supernatant was then incubated with then supplemented with 0.8 M NaCl, 0.5% NP-40, and 5 mM 10 mM Tris at pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA) supplemented with 100 1 mM MgCl2, 1.5 mM PMSE, and 1% Triton X-100, incubated on ice for 20 min, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and thawed immediately at room temperature. The homogenate was then supplemented with 0.8 M NaCl, 0.5% NP-40, and 5 mM DTT and sonicated. Cleared supernatant was then incubated with glutathione agarose in STE buffer and washed in a stepwise fashion in STE buffer supplemented with 500 mM NaCl and STE buffer supplemented with 250 mM NaCl, and bound protein were eluted. GST was purified in an identical manner using the empty pGEX-4T3 vector. All steps of the purifications were assessed on a 10% acrylamide gel (37.5:1) by Coomassie staining, and protein concentrations were determined by Bradford assay. CEH-39 was expressed using the TNT Quick-Coupled Transcription/Translation system [Promega]. Full-length CEH-39 cDNA was cloned into pSGs (Stratagene), and 1 µg of plasmids was used per 50-µL reaction. Protein expression was confirmed using SDS-PAGE/Western blotting. For controls, 1 µg of empty pSG5 vector was used to prime the reactions.

义

DNA footprinting assay

xol-1 promoter fragments were PCR-amplified and cloned into pUC19 using the restriction endonucleases EcoRI and BamHI and sequenced. The resulting plasmid was first digested with EcoRI [forward strand] or BamHI [reverse strand], treated with calf intestinal phosphatase [New England Biolabs], and phenol/chloroform-extracted. Five micrograms of the purified DNA was labeled with 300 µCi 32P-γ-dATP [MP Biomedicals] using T4 polynucleotide kinase [New England Biolabs], and unincorporated bases were removed with Sephadex G-50. Fragments were digested with BamHI enzyme [forward strand] or EcoRI enzyme [reverse strand], and labeled fragments were PAGE-purified. A DNase I footprinting assay was performed by incubating a 32p-labeled probe (~1000 cpm) with 2 µL of nuclear extract dilution buffer; 600 ng of GST or 600 ng, 300 ng, 150 ng, or 75 ng of GST-SEA-1 on ice for 20 min in 5% glycerol, 37.5 mM KCl, 0.5 mM EDTA; 0.5 mM EGTA; 12.5 mM HEPES [pH 7.6]; 25 µg/mL BSA, 0.1 mM PMSE, and 0.5 mM DTT in a total volume of 45 µL. After incubation, the samples were treated with 2 µL of DPF grade DNaseI (Worthington) for 1 min at room temperature. The samples were then phenol/chloroform-extracted, ethanol-precipitated, and resolved on an 8% polyacrylamide gel in 1× TBE buffer. A sequencing ladder was made by treating a sample of the probe with formic acid and piperidine to cleave at A and G residues (Maxam and Gilbert 1977). The DNaseI footprinting assay was visualized on a Typhoon PhosphorImager.

SEA-2 in vivo binding assays on xol-1

Array-bearing embryos carrying either the entire xol-1 promoter, subregions of the promoter, exons, or control sequences lacking xol-1 [Fig. 4D] were fixed and stained as described [Carmi et al. 1998]. Array strains were made by transforming wild-type animals with a mixture of plasmid or PCR products that possess xol-1 sequence [10 ng/µL], pTY1604 [lacO repeat, 50 ng/µL], pTY1605 [lacI::gfp, 50 ng/µL], and pPD118.33 [Pmyo-2::gfp, 5 ng/µL].
Generation and analysis of xol-1 transgenic strains

xol-1 transgenes lacking XSE- or ASE-binding sites were constructed as described in the Supplemental Material. Numerous transgenic lines were generated for each wild-type or mutant transgene, and quantitative PCR (qPCR) was performed to assess the copy number of the integrated transgenes once they were crossed into xol-1(null) hermaphrodites. Transgenes were then crossed into appropriate XSE and ASE mutant backgrounds to analyze the importance of the ASE- and XSE-binding sites in xol-1 regulation. All transgenic strains were maintained on xol-1(RNAi) feeding bacteria to prevent the misregulation of xol-1 from killing the animals. To determine the viability of the strains, embryos were transferred from RNAi plates to standard NGM plates with OP50 bacteria and grown for two generations prior to assessing the viability of progeny from L4 hermaphrodites.
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